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Core ar 15 magazine

All mags are assembled as black followers and other colors are available as add-ons. The patented hexagonal surface pattern gives you excellent grip. Our anti-tilt followers are designed to prevent residues from re-entering the rifle. There are no tools or bullet tips needed to disassemble and clean the interior of the AR-15 magazine. Heat treatment 17-7 ph stainless steel spring,
allow long-term magazine storage while fully loaded. Stainless steel is corrosion resistant, unlike music wire or silicone steel springs. Our magazine reinforced polymer construction is lighter than other leading AR-15 magazines. 5.56 x 45 / .223 Remington, 300AAC power outage approved. 458 SOCOM and .50 Beowulf tested operated by independent manufacturers. The National
Tactical Officers Association is tested and approved. NTOA Writing Review Magpul Original Equipment (MOE) is a line of firearm accessories designed to provide a high quality and economical alternative to standard weapon parts. Moe lines are distinguished by a simplified set of features, but maintain Magpul engineering and material quality. The PMAG 30 AR/M4 GEN M2 MOE
is a 30-round 5.56x45 NATO (.223 Remington) AR15/M4 compatible magazine that offers cost-competitive upgrades in aluminum USGI. Features an impact-resistant polymer structure, an easy-to-disassemble design with flare floor plates for positive magazine extraction, a resilient stainless steel spring for corrosion resistance, an anti-tilt for improved reliability, and a selflubrication follower. The GEN M2 MOE has the same shape and functionality as the previous model PMAG, except that the optional shock/dust cover is now sold separately. This American-made review is a 5.56mm/.223 Rem 30-round ProMag magazine for the AR-15 rifle featuring an updated design with improved grip texture and a very solid DuPont Zeitel structure. Offering
ultimate flexibility, customization and reliability, the AR-15 platform is perfectly added to the arsenal of all shooters. Customize and modify the rifle on the contents of your mind - and ProMag magazine to keep everything running smoothly there... Featuring heat-treated chrome silicone inner springs, this ProMag magazine is designed to maximize durability, performance and service
life. They come with ProMag's lifetime guarantee, so if you ever have a problem you can just return the magazine and get a new one, no questions. If you're looking for solid performance at an unbeatable price, go further than proMag AR-15 magazines! Now all gun and ammunition subscribers have digital access to their magazine content. This means you can read magazines on
your most popular phones and tablets. To get started, click the link below to visit mymagnow.com and learn how to access your digital. Accessing digital access
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